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Abstract
In this paper we present CatBoost, a new open-sourced gradient boosting library
that successfully handles categorical features and outperforms existing publicly
available implementations of gradient boosting in terms of quality on a set of
popular publicly available datasets. The library has a GPU implementation of
learning algorithm and a CPU implementation of scoring algorithm, which are
significantly faster than other gradient boosting libraries on ensembles of similar
sizes.
1 Introduction
Gradient boosting is a powerful machine-learning technique that achieves state-of-the-art results
in a variety of practical tasks. For a number of years, it has remained the primary method for
learning problems with heterogeneous features, noisy data, and complex dependencies: web search,
recommendation systems, weather forecasting, and many others [2, 15, 17, 18]. It is backed by strong
theoretical results that explain how strong predictors can be built by iterative combining weaker
models (base predictors) via a greedy procedure that corresponds to gradient descent in a function
space.
Most popular implementations of gradient boosting use decision trees as base predictors. It is
convenient to use decision trees for numerical features, but, in practice, many datasets include
categorical features, which are also important for prediction. Categorical feature is a feature having a
discrete set of values that are not necessary comparable with each other (e.g., user ID or name of a
city). The most commonly used practice for dealing with categorical features in gradient boosting is
converting them to numbers before training.
In this paper we present a new gradient boosting algorithm that successfully handles categorical
features and takes advantage of dealing with them during training as opposed to preprocessing time.
Another advantage of the algorithm is that it uses a new schema for calculating leaf values when
selecting the tree structure, which helps to reduce overfitting.
As a result, the new algorithm outperforms the existing state-of-the-art implementations of gradient
boosted decision trees (GBDTs) XGBoost [4], LightGBM1 and H2O2, on a diverse set of popular
tasks (Sec. 6). The algorithm is called CatBoost (for “categorical boosting”) and is released in open
source.3
CatBoost has both CPU and GPU implementations. The GPU implementation allows for much
faster training and is faster than both state-of-the-art open-source GBDT GPU implementations,
XGBoost and LightGBM, on ensembles of similar sizes. The library also has a fast CPU scoring
implementation, which outperforms XGBoost and LightGBM implementations on ensembles of
similar sizes.
1https://github.com/Microsoft/LightGBM
2http://docs.h2o.ai/h2o/latest-stable/h2o-docs/data-science/gbm.html
3https://github.com/catboost/catboost
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2 Categorical features
Categorical features have a discrete set of values called categories which are not necessary comparable
with each other; thus, such features cannot be used in binary decision trees directly. A common
practice for dealing with categorical features is converting them to numbers at the preprocessing time,
i.e., each category for each example is substituted with one or several numerical values.
The most widely used technique which is usually applied to low-cardinality categorical features
is one-hot encoding: the original feature is removed and a new binary variable is added for each
category [14]. One-hot encoding can be done during the preprocessing phase or during training, the
latter can be implemented more efficiently in terms of training time and is implemented in CatBoost.
Another way to deal with categorical features is to compute some statistics using the label values
of the examples. Namely, assume that we are given a dataset of observations D = {(Xi, Yi)}i=1..n,
where Xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,m) is a vector of m features, some numerical, some categorical, and
Yi ∈ R is a label value. The simplest way is to substitute the category with the average label value
on the whole train dataset. So, xi,k is substituted with
∑n
j=1 [xj,k=xi,k]·Yj∑n
j=1[xj,k=xi,k]
, where [·] denotes Iverson
brackets, i.e., [xj,k = xi,k] equals 1 if xj,k = xi,k and 0 otherwise. This procedure, obviously, leads
to overfitting. For example, if there is a single example from the category xi,k in the whole dataset
then the new numeric feature value will be equal to the label value on this example. A straightforward
way to overcome the problem is to partition the dataset into two parts and use one part only to
calculate the statistics and the second part to perform training. This reduces overfitting but it also
reduces the amount of data used to train the model and to calculate the statistics.
CatBoost uses a more efficient strategy [5] which reduces overfitting and allows to use the whole
dataset for training. Namely, we perform a random permutation of the dataset and for each example
we compute average label value for the example with the same category value placed before the given
one in the permutation. Let σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) be the permutation, then xσp,k is substituted with∑p−1
j=1 [xσj ,k = xσp,k]Yσj + a · P∑p−1
j=1 [xσj ,k = xσp,k] + a
, (1)
where we also add a prior value P and a parameter a > 0, which is the weight of the prior. Adding
prior is a common practice and it helps to reduce the noise obtained from low-frequency categories [3].
For regression tasks standard technique for calculating prior is to take the average label value in
the dataset. For binary classification task a prior is usually an a priori probability of encountering
a positive class [14]. It is also efficient to use several permutations. However, one can see that a
straightforward usage of statistics computed for several permutations would lead to overfitting. As
we discuss in the next section, CatBoost uses a novel schema for calculating leaf values which allows
to use several permutations without this problem.
Feature combinations Note that any combination of several categorical features could be considered
as a new one. For example, assume that the task is music recommendation and we have two categorical
features: user ID and musical genre. Some user prefers, say, rock music. When we convert user ID
and musical genre to numerical features according to (1), we loose this information. A combination
of two features solves this problem and gives a new powerful feature. However, the number of
combinations grows exponentially with the number of categorical features in dataset and it is not
possible to consider all of them in the algorithm. When constructing a new split for the current tree,
CatBoost considers combinations in a greedy way. No combinations are considered for the first split
in the tree. For the next splits CatBoost combines all combinations and categorical features present in
current tree with all categorical features in dataset. Combination values are converted to numbers on
the fly. CatBoost also generates combinations of numerical and categorical features in the following
way: all the splits selected in the tree are considered as categorical with two values and used in
combinations in the same way as categorical ones.
Important implementation details Another way of substituting category with a number is calculat-
ing number of appearances of this category in the dataset. This is a simple but powerful technique
and it is implemented in CatBoost. This type of statistic is also calculated for feature combinations.
In order to fit the optimal prior at each step of CatBoost algorithm, we consider several priors
and construct a feature for each of them, which is more efficient in terms of quality than standard
techniques mentioned above.
2
3 Fighting Gradient Bias
CatBoost, as well as all standard gradient boosting implementations, builds each new tree to approx-
imate the gradients of the current model. However, all classical boosting algorithms suffer from
overfitting caused by the problem of biased pointwise gradient estimates. Gradients used at each
step are estimated using the same data points the current model was built on. This leads to a shift of
the distribution of estimated gradients in any domain of feature space in comparison with the true
distribution of gradients in this domain, which leads to overfitting. The idea of biased gradients was
discussed in previous literature [1] [9]. We have provided a formal analysis of this problem in the
paper [5]. The paper also contains modifications of classical gradient boosting algorithm that try to
solve this problem. CatBoost implements one of those modifications, briefly described below.
In many GBDTs (e.g., XGBoost, LightGBM) building next tree comprises two steps: choosing
the tree structure and setting values in leafs after the tree structure is fixed. To choose the best
tree structure, the algorithm enumerates through different splits, builds trees with these splits, sets
values in the obtained leafs, scores the trees and selects the best split. Leaf values in both phases are
calculated as approximations for gradients [8] or for Newton steps. In CatBoost the second phase is
performed using traditional GBDT scheme and for the first phase we use the modified version.
According to intuition obtained from our empirical results and our theoretical analysis in [5], it is
highly desirable to use unbiased estimates of the gradient step. Let F i be the model constructed
after building first i trees, gi(Xk, Yk) be the gradient value on k-th training sample after build-
ing i trees. To make the gradient gi(Xk, Yk) unbiased w.r.t. the model F i, we need to have
F i trained without the observation Xk. Since we need unbiased gradients for all training ex-
amples, no observations may be used for training F i, which at first glance makes the training
process impossible. We consider the following trick to deal with this problem: for each exam-
ple Xk, we train a separate model Mk that is never updated using a gradient estimate for this
example. With Mk, we estimate the gradient on Xk and use this estimate to score the result-
ing tree. Let us present the pseudo-code that explains how this trick can be performed. Let
Loss(y, a) be the optimizing loss function, where y is the label value and a is the formula value.
Algorithm 1: Updating the models and calculating model values for gradient estimation
input : {(Xk, Yk)}nk=1 ordered according to σ, the number of trees I;
1 Mi ← 0 for i = 1..n;
2 for iter ← 1 to I do
3 for i← 1 to n do
4 for j ← 1 to i− 1 do
5 gj ← ddaLoss(yj , a)|a=Mi(Xj);
6 M ← LearnOneTree((Xj , gj) for j = 1..i− 1);
7 Mi ←Mi +M ;
8 returnM1 . . . Mn;M1(X1),M2(X2)Mn(Xn)
Note that Mi is trained without using the exampleXi. CatBoost implementation uses the following
relaxation of this idea: all Mi share the same tree structures.
In CatBoost we generate s random permutations of our training dataset. We use several permutations
to enhance the robustness of the algorithm: we sample a random permutation and obtain gradients
on its basis. These are the same permutations as ones used for calculating statistics for categorical
features. We use different permutations for training distinct models, thus using several permutations
does not lead to overfitting. For each permutation σ, we train n different models Mi, as shown above.
That means that for building one tree we need to store and recalculate O(n2) approximations for each
permutation σ: for each model Mi, we have to update Mi(X1), . . . ,Mi(Xi). Thus, the resulting
complexity of this operation is O(s n2). In our practical implementation, we use one important trick
which reduces the complexity of one tree construction to O(s n): for each permutation, instead of
storing and updating O(n2) values Mi(Xj), we maintain values M ′i(Xj), i = 1, . . . , [log2(n)], j <
2i+1, where M ′i(Xj) is the approximation for the sample j based on the first 2
i samples. Then,
the number of predictions M ′i(Xj) is not larger than
∑
0≤i≤log2(n) 2
i+1 < 4n. The gradient on
the example Xk used for choosing a tree structure is estimated on the basis of the approximation
M ′i(Xk), where i = [log2(k)].
3
4 Fast scorer
CatBoost uses oblivious trees as base predictors. In such trees the same splitting criterion is used
across an entire level of the tree [12, 13]. Such trees are balanced and less prone to overfitting.
Gradient boosted oblivious trees were successfully used in various learning tasks [7, 10]. In oblivious
trees each leaf index can be encoded as a binary vector with length equal to the depth of the tree. This
fact is widely used in CatBoost model evaluator: we first binarize all used float features, statistics and
one-hot encoded features and then use binary features to calculate model predictions.
All binary feature values for all examples are stored in a continuous vector B. Leaf values are stored
in a float vectors of size 2d, where d is the tree depth. To calculate the leaf index for the t-th tree and
for an example x we build a binary vector
∑d−1
i=0 2
i ·B(x, f(t, i)), where B(x, f) is the value of the
binary feature f on the example x that we read from the vector B and f(t, i) is the number of the
binary feature from t-th tree on depth i.
That vectors can be built in a data parallel manner which gives up to 3x speedup. This results in a
much faster scorer than all existing ones as shown in our experiments.
5 Fast training on GPU
Dense numerical features One of the most important building blocks for any GBDT implementa-
tion is searching for the best split. This block is the main computation burden for building decision
tree on dense numerical datasets. CatBoost uses oblivious decision trees as base learners and performs
feature discretization into a fixed amount of bins to reduce memory usage [10]. The number of bins
is the parameter of the algorithm. As a result we could use histogram-based approach for searching
for best splits. Our approach to building decision trees on GPU is similar in spirit to one described
in [11]. We group several numerical features in one 32-bit integer and currently use:
• 1 bit for binary features and group 32 features per integer.
• 4 bits for features with no more than 15 bins, 8 features per integer.
• 8 bits for other features (maximum feature discretization is 255), 4 features per integer.
In terms of GPU memory usage CatBoost is at least as efficient as LightGBM [11]. The main
difference is another way of histogram computation. Algorithms in LightGBM and XGBoost4 have a
major drawback: they rely on atomic operations. Such technique is very easy to deal with concurrent
memory accesses but it is also relatively slow even on the modern generation of GPU. Actually
histograms could be computed more efficiently without any atomic operations. We will describe here
only the basic idea of our approach by a simplified example: simultaneous computation of four 32-bin
histograms with a single float additive statistic per feature. This idea could be efficiently generalized
for cases with several statistics and multiple histograms.
So we have gradient values g[i] and feature groups (f1, f2, f3, f4)[i]. We need to compute 4 his-
tograms: hist[j][b] =
∑
i:fj [i]=b
g[i]. CatBoost builds partial histogram per each warp5 histograms
instead of histogram per thread block. We will describe work which is done by one warp on first
32 samples. Thread with index i processes sample i. Since we are building 4 histograms at once
we need 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 4 bytes of shared memory per warp. To update histograms all 32 threads load
sample labels and grouped features to registers. Then warp performs updates of shared-memory
histogram simultaneously in 4 iterations: on l-th (l = 0 . . . 3) iteration thread with index i works with
feature f(l+i) mod 4 and adds g[i] for hist[(l + i) mod 4][f(l+i) mod 4]. With proper histogram layout
this operation could avoid any bank conflicts and add statistics via all 32 threads in parallel.
CatBoost implementation builds histograms for 8 features per group and 2 statistics; for 32 binary
features per group and 2 statistics; for 4 features per group and 2 statistics with bin count 32, 64, 128
and 255. In order to achieve fast computation of all these histograms we have to use all available
shared memory. As a result our code can’t achieve 100% occupancy. So we do loop unrolling to utilize
instruction-level parallelism. This technique allows high performance even at lower occupancy6
4https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/gradient-boosting-decision-trees-xgboost-cuda/
5group of 32 threads working in parallel on current NVIDIA GPU
6http://www.nvidia.com/content/GTC-2010/pdfs/2238_GTC2010.pdf
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Table 1: Comparison with baselines. Tuned algorithms. Logloss
CatBoost LightGBM XGBoost H2O
Adult 0.269741 0.276018 (+2.33%) 0.275423 (+2.11%) 0.275104 (+1.99%)
Amazon 0.137720 0.163600 (+18.79%) 0.163271 (+18.55%) 0.162641 (+18.09%)
Appet 0.071511 0.071795 (+0.40%) 0.071760 (+0.35%) 0.072457 (+1.32%)
Click 0.390902 0.396328 (+1.39%) 0.396242 (+1.37%) 0.397595 (+1.71%)
Internet 0.208748 0.223154 (+6.90%) 0.225323 (+7.94%) 0.222091 (+6.39%)
Kdd98 0.194668 0.195759 (+0.56%) 0.195677 (+0.52%) 0.195395 (+0.37%)
Kddchurn 0.231289 0.232049 (+0.33%) 0.233123 (+0.79%) 0.232752 (+0.63%)
Kick 0.284793 0.295660 (+3.82%) 0.294647 (+3.46%) 0.294814 (+3.52%)
Categorical features CatBoost implements several ways to deal with categorical features. For
one-hot encoded features we don’t need any special treatment — histogram-based approach for split
searching can be easily adopted to such case. Statistics computation for single categorical features
also could be done during preprocessing stage. CatBoost also uses statistics for feature combinations.
Dealing with them is the slowest and most memory consuming part of algorithm.
We use perfect hash to store values of categorical features to reduce memory usage. Because of
memory constraints on GPU, we store bit-compressed perfect hashes in CPU RAM and stream
required data on demand, overlapping computation and memory operations. Construction of feature
combinations on the fly requires us to dynamically build (perfect) hash functions for this new features
and compute statistics with respect to some permutation (via 1) for each unique value of hash. We
use radix sort to build perfect hashes and group observations by hash. In every group we need to
compute prefix sums of some statistic. Computation of this statistics is done with segmented scan
GPU primitive (CatBoost segmented scan implementation is done via operator transformation [16]
and is based on highly-efficient implementation of scan primitive in CUB [6]).
Multiple GPU support CatBoost GPU implementation supports several GPUs out of the box.
Distributed tree learning could be parallelized by samples or by features. CatBoost uses a computation
scheme with several permutations of learning dataset and computes statistics for categorical features
during training. So we need to use feature parallel learning.
6 Experiments
Quality: comparison with baselines We compare our algorithm with XGBoost, LightGBM and
H2O. The results of the comparison are presented in Table 1. The detailed description of the
experimental setup as well as dataset descriptions are published on our github together with the code
of the experiment and a container with all the used libraries, so that the result can be reproduced. In this
comparison we made categorical features preprocessing using the statistics on random permutation
of data. The parameter tunning and training was performed on 4/5 of the data and the testing was
performed on the other 1/5. The training with selected parameters was performed 5 times with
different random seeds, the result is the average logloss on 5 runs.
The table shows that the CatBoost algorithm outperforms other algorithms on all datasets in classifi-
cation task. In our repo on github you can also see that CatBoost with default parameters outperforms
tunned XGBoost and H2O on all datasets and LightGBM on all but one datasets.
Table 2: GPU vs CPU training
Epsilon Criteo
128 bins 32 bins 128 bins
CPU 713 (1.0) 653 (1.0) 1060 (1.0)
K40 547 (1.3) 248 (2.6) 373 (2.84)
GTX 1080 194 (3.67) 120 (5.4) 285 (3.7)
P40 162 (4.4) 91 (7.1) 123 (8.6)
GTX 1080Ti 145 (4.9) 88 (7.4) 301 (3.5)
P100-PCI 127 (5.6) 70 (9.3) 82 (12.9)
V100-PCI 77 (9.25) 49 (13.3) 69.8 (15)
GPU vs CPU training performance Scripts for running
GPU experiments are in our github repo. In the first exper-
iment we compared training speed for our GPU vs CPU
implementations. For CPU version we used dual-socket
server with 2 Intel Xeon CPU (E5-2650v2, 2.60GHz) and
256GB RAM and run CatBoost in 32 threads (equal to
number of logical cores). GPU implementation was run
on several servers with different GPU types. Our GPU
implementation doesn’t require multi-core server for high
performance, so different CPU and machines shouldn’t significantly affect benchmark results.
Results are present in table 2. We used Criteo dataset (36 ∗ 106 samples, 26 categorical, 13 numerical
features) to benchmark our categorical features support. We used 2 GTX1080 because 1 had not
enough memory. It’s clearly seen that the GPU version significantly outperforms CPU training time
even on old generation GPU (Tesla K40) and gains impressive x15 speedup on NVIDIA V100 card.
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Figure 1: GPU learning curves
(a) AUC vs Number of trees (b) AUC vs Time
We used Epsilon dataset (4 ∗ 105 samples, 2000 features) to benchmark our performance on dense
numerical dataset. For dense numerical dataset CatBoost GPU training time depends on level of
feature discretization. In the table we report time for default 128 bins and for 32 bins which is often
sufficient. We would like to mention that Epsilon dataset has not enough samples to fully utilize GPU,
and with bigger datasets we observe larger speedups.
GPU training performance: comparison with baselines Its very hard to compare different boost-
ing libraries in terms of training speed. Every library has a vast number of parameters which affect
training speed, quality and model size in a non-obvious way. Every library has its unique qual-
ity/training speed trade-off’s and can’t be compared without domain knowledge (e.g. is 0.5% of
quality metric worth it to train model 3-4 times slower?). Plus for each library it is possible to obtain
almost the same quality with different ensemble sizes and parameters. As a result, we can’t compare
libraries by time we need to obtain certain level of quality.
So we could give only some insights of how fast our GPU implementation could train a model of
fixed size. We use Epsilon dataset (4 ∗ 105 samples for train, 105 samples for test). For this dataset
we measure mean tree construction time one can achieve without using feature subsampling and/or
bagging by CatBoost and 2 open-source implementations of boosting with GPU support: XGBoost
(we use histogram-based version, exact version is very slow) and LightGBM. We run all experiments
on the same machines with NVIDIA P100 accelerator, dual-core Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU and
128GB RAM. For XGBoost and CatBoost we use default tree depth equal to 6, for LightGBM we
set leafs count to 64 to have more comparable results. We set bin to 15 for all 3 methods. Such bin
count gives the best performance and the lowest memory usage for LightGBM and CatBoost (Using
128-255 bin count usually leads both algorithms to run 2-4 times slower). For XGBoost we could use
even smaller bin count but performance gains compared to 15 bins are too small to account for. All
algorithms were run with 16 threads, which is equal to hardware core count. By default CatBoost
uses bias-fighting scheme describe in section 3. This scheme is by design 2-3 times slower then
classical boosting approach. GPU implementation of CatBoost contains a mode based on classic
scheme for those who need best training performance, in this benchmark we used classic scheme.
We set such learning rate that algorithms start to overfit approximately after 8000 trees (learning
curves are displayed at figure 1, quality of obtained models differs by approximately 0.5%). We
measure time to train ensembles of 8000 trees. Mean tree construction time for CatBoost was 17.9ms,
for XGBoost 488ms, for LightGBM 40ms. These times are very rough speed comparison, because
training time of one tree construction depends on distribution of features and ensemble size. At the
same times it shows that if we have similar size ensembles we could expect CatBoost and LightGBM
to be competitors for the fastest method, while XGBoost is significantly slower than both of them.
Table 3: Scorer comparison
1 thread 32 threads
CatBoost 2.4s 231ms
XGBoost 78s (x32.5) 4.5s (x19.5)
LightGBM 122s (x50.8) 17.1s (x74)
Scorer performance We used LightGBM, XGBoost and Cat-
Boost models for Epsilon dataset trained as described above. For
each model we limit number of trees used for evaluation to 8000
to make results comparable for the reasons described above. Thus
this comparison gives only some insights of how fast the models
can be scored. For each algorithm we loaded test dataset in python,
converted it to the algorithm internal representation and measured wall-time of model predictions on
Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU with 128GB RAM. The results are present in Table 3. We can see that on
similar sizes of ensembles CatBoost can be scored around 25 times faster than XGBoost and around
60 times faster than LightGBM.
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